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SOILS

Helpful tips reduce risk of pesticide drift
by James Locke / jmlocke@noble.org

As long as pesti-

cides have been used,
off-target spray drift
has been a potential
problem. As we move
into the busiest time
of year for pesticide
applications, it is a
good time for a brief review of the primary types of pesticide drift and some
tips on how to minimize them.
Primary, or particle, drift is the
movement of spray droplets away
from the target site. Wind speed,
droplet size and spray boom height
are the main factors affecting primary
drift. To reduce primary drift:
• Spray with low wind speeds, generally less than 10 miles per hour. Avoid
dead calm conditions because some
air mixing helps spray deposition.
• Use large spray droplets because
they are less prone to drift than
small droplets. Droplet size is determined by nozzle size, spray nozzle
type and spray pressure. Lower volume spray nozzles tend to produce
smaller droplets than larger volume
nozzles. Different nozzle types also
produce different size droplets.
Fine spray nozzles, such as hollow
cones, produce the most driftable
fine droplets while coarse spray
nozzles, such as floods, produce the
least. Driftable fines are those spray

droplets less than approximately
105 microns in diameter.
• In addition to the spray pattern
selected, the use of air induction
technology can significantly reduce
the number of driftable fines. For
example, common flat fan spray
nozzles produce approximately 20
to 30 percent driftable fines, while
air induction flat fan spray nozzles
produce approximately 2 to 10
percent driftable fines. Within any
nozzle type, the higher the spray
pressure, the smaller the droplet
size produced. Low pressure, within
the range specified for that nozzle,
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produces the least driftable fines.
• Keep the boom as close to the target
as possible to reduce the opportunity
for other factors to affect spray deposition. Optimal boom height should
be as low as feasible while maintaining the correct spray pattern.
Vapor drift occurs when a pesticide volatilizes, or changes into a
gaseous state, before being absorbed
into a leaf, or adsorbed onto soil
or surface residues. It can move
long distances, even with slight
winds. Vapor drift is a function of
the product or formulation, and
not the conditions at application or 4
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application method. Conditions that
promote vapor drift include a rapid
drop in humidity and increase in
temperature soon after application.
Refer to the pesticide label to know if
it is prone to volatilization. If so, do not
apply if conditions soon after application are favorable for vapor drift.
Thermal inversion drift occurs
under calm conditions with cool
surface temperatures and warm air
above. Since the warm air is above the
cool air (warm air rises and cool air
sinks), there is no vertical air mixing.
Without vertical mixing, small spray
droplets can become suspended and
drift away from the target, even with
slight winds. Inversions are common

at sunrise and often associated with
clear skies overnight. If humidity
is high, a low-hanging fog is often
observed. Observing the behavior
of dust from a dirt road or smoke
will often indicate if an inversion is
present. Some applicators use smoke
generators to evaluate the potential
for thermal inversions. If a thermal
inversion is present, delay the application until it has passed.
There are additional technologies
that can reduce risks associated from
pesticide drift. Specialized equipment such as electrostatic sprayers,
shielded sprayers and air-shield
booms can reduce drift potential.
Spray deposition agents can be

added to increase droplet size or
weight. When using a deposition
agent, calibrate the sprayer using
the deposition agent since some can
affect sprayer output.
It is wise to know the location of
sensitive crops, gardens, orchards,
homes, schools, hospitals, nursing
homes, etc., downwind of the application site to assess the risks associated
with off-target drift. As an applicator,
you are responsible for the results of
pesticide drift, so it pays to be aware
of the risks.
There is no way to eliminate all
risks of off-target spray drift, but
with good planning and preparation,
those risks can be managed. <

FORAGE

Key steps enhance summer forage establishment
by Hugh Aljoe / hdaljoe@noble.org
This article originally appeared in the May
2012 Ag News and Views newsletter.

The window of opportunity to

plant summer annual forages is at
hand while it is closing for most
perennial warm-season forages. It
is recommended that perennials be
planted by mid-May. However, there
may still be time to establish perennial forages if moisture is good and
the forecast remains promising for the
next 30 to 60 days. Before planting,
review these keys to successful establishment of summer annual forages
and some selected perennials.
1. Have soil samples analyzed on
fields that are to be established as
summer pasture or refer to recent
(within 12 months) soil test results
of each field.
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2. Determine the forage crop to be
established and note soil type
suitability, pH and unique nutrient
requirements.
3. Calculate the cost of establishment
and proceed only if cost-effective.
4. Locate seed sources and an appropriate quantity of seed for
establishment.
5. If no-till planting, chemically remove existing vegetation.
6. If planting using conventional till
methods, initiate field preparations. Plow or disk to a depth of
about 4 inches. Cultivate until the
field is free of clods.
7. Except for nitrogen, apply soil
amendments as needed during soil
preparations and prior to planting.
8. If conventional till planting, culti
pack (firm and pulverize with a
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roller) the field to create a smooth,
firm, fine seedbed.
9. Calibrate drill (or broadcast planter).
10. Plant forage seed at proper rate
and depth.
11. Fertilize with nitrogen upon emergence of stand (except legumes).
Inoculate legume seed with
proper Rhizobium species.
12. Control weeds, as required, with
appropriate herbicide after forages
reach the four- to five-leaf stage.
Most of the summer forages that
are recommended for planting this
time of year are introduced forages,
meaning they were developed to be
most productive with high rates of
nitrogen. Reiterating point 3 above:
be sure to calculate the cost of establishment and production prior to
committing to planting operations. If

FORAGE
Establishment Chart for Selected Summer Perennial and Annual Forages
Seeding Rate
Forage
Annual/Perennial Soil Type (lb/ac PLS) Seeding Depth pH Range Planting Date
Bermudagrass
non-coated seeded varieties

perennial

sand, loam

3 to 5

<1/4 inch

5.0-7.5

April 15 to June 1

coated seeded varieties

perennial

sand, loam

8 to 10

<1/4 inch

5.0-7.5

April 15 to June 1

sprigged varieties

perennial

sand, loam

40 bu/ac

<4 inches

5.0-7.5

February to May 15

Bluestem, Plains

perennial

loam, clay

3 to 5

<1/4 inch

5.5-7.5

April 15 to June 1

Bluestem, B. Dahl

perennial

loam, clay

3 to 5

<1/4 inch

5.5-7.5

April 15 to June 1

Kleingrass

perennial

loam, clay

2 to 3

<1/4 inch

5.5-8.0

April 15 to June 1

Crabgrass

annual

sand, loam

2 to 3

<1/4 inch

5.0-7.5

April 15 to June 1

Sudan (drilled)

annual

loam, clay

25 to 30

1.0-1.5 inch

5.5-7.5

April 15 to June 1

Sorghum X Sudan (drilled)

annual

loam, clay

20 to 25

1.0-1.5 inch

5.5-7.5

April 15 to June 1

Forage Sorghum (drilled)

annual

loam, clay

6 to 10

1.0-1.5 inch

5.5-7.5

April 15 to June 1

Millet (drilled)

annual

loam, sand

20 to 30

0.5-1.0 inch

5.5-7.5

April 15 to June 1

Cowpeas (drilled)

annual legume sand, loam

30 to 40

1.5-2.0 inch

5.5-7.5

April 15 to June 1

soil amendments other than nitrogen
are required to assure success of the
stand, the cost-to-benefit ratio may
prohibit establishment. In addition,
only plant the number of acres that
you can afford to manage well. It
rarely pays to cut corners when
establishing a forage stand. Stand
establishment is risky enough, due
to weather, without compounding
the issue with poor management
decisions. It is better to plant fewer
acres properly than to plant more
acres and skip steps just to reduce the
per-acre cost.

One of the frequently asked
questions this time of year is “what
forage type is recommended for my
soils?” Assuming that soil fertility and
pH are not prohibitive for establishment, the included chart indicates
forages, soil type, seeding rate and
depth, pH range, and optimal planting date for a few selected summer
perennial and annual forages.
For more information about the
Noble Foundation variety tests and
production by fertilizer rate trials for
warm-season forages, see the following publications:
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• Forage Yields From 2005 Bermuda
grass Varieties and Strains
(www.noble.org/ag/pasture/
05bermudagrassvarieties/)
• Sorghum and Sudan Forage Variety
Trials (www.noble.org/ag/soils/
sorgham-sudan-forage/)
• Summer Annual Variety Trials
(www.noble.org/ag/soils/
annualvarietytrials/)
• Effect of Nitrogen Rate on Yield of
Nine Warm-season Introduced Peren
nial Forage Varieties (www.noble.
org/ag/soils/warm-seasonperennial-forage/) <
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Key steps facilitate formation of associations
by Russell Stevens / rlstevens@noble.org and Chad Ellis / crellis@noble.org

With the increased

publicity regarding
controlled burning
and wildlife management associations,
some people have
expressed interest
in forming an association but do not
quite know where or
how to begin. There
are many ways to
form an association,
but there are some
important steps to
consider.
To be successful, an association should be a locally led, grassroots effort. Governmental and
non-governmental agencies can
assist by serving as advisors, providing technical assistance and removing
bureaucratic roadblocks; but without
local leaders and local involvement,
an association will fail – period. Creating and maintaining a locally led
association is absolutely the single
most important aspect to consider.
There are two basic ways to
organize an association and either
will work. The first way is to organize
loosely with or without officers, and
the second is to formally elect officers
and develop bylaws and other pertinent information. If the association
wants to become a nonprofit corporation such as a 501(c)(3), formal
organization or qualifying to become
affiliated with an existing nonprofit
with the same goals and objectives
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Oklahoma Prescribed
Burn Association

is required. A 501(c)(3)
status makes an association eligible to apply
for grants and receive
tax-deductible charitable donations.
Many people are
uncertain about how to
begin, but there are many
ways to start forming an association.
The following actions may help:
• Visit neighbors and/or other landowners in the local area to determine level of interest.
• Contact people involved with similar associations.
• Organize an informal meeting and
meal to discuss interest and potential. Include key landowners or
individuals in the community and
people with experience in other associations.
• Generate rough ideas for goals and
objectives. Do not get hung up here.
There are many possible goals and
objectives. Seek everyone’s input,
and realize goals and objectives can
be adjusted or changed as the association matures.
• Ask for commitment from key landowners or influential members of
the community.
• Organize a more formal meeting
and meal to discuss geographical boundaries and preference of
informal or formal structure. Note: a
formal structure can be developed
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later, if needed.
• Identify several key people to share
responsibilities. Successful associations have several people involved
with coordinating and scheduling.
Be sure to plan meetings and fun
events at least once every year and
consider incorporating education
into these events. Resources such as
university, governmental and private
agencies are available to help with
educational events. A critical role for
local leaders is to be sure these events
happen and that all members of the
association are kept informed.
There are many benefits of
forming an association. Major ones
include sharing of equipment and
labor, management of natural
resources such as wildlife habitat
and populations over a larger area,
and accomplishing or influencing
other activities as a result of a group
of people working together. It is not
easy and requires time, but these
benefits are worth it. <

LIVESTOCK

Cattle sorting skills facilitate management
by Ryan Reuter / rrreuter@noble.org

Sorting cattle is

one of the real arts
of animal husbandry.
Sorting can be done
for many reasons and
by many methods.
Often the goal of
sorting a group of
cattle is to put like kinds together. For
instance, one might sort cows from
calves, steers from heifers, etc. Sale
barns typically sort the load of calves
that you bring them so that they will
bring the most money. If they can sort
your calves into groups of 10 or more
head that all match in terms of sex, size
and type, then those calves will get a
premium. If nothing matches anything
else, they have to sort them into singles so that each calf can be presented
to the buyer who wants that type.
If you intend to sell a group of
feeder calves “in the country,” you will
likely want to sort that group so that
the calves you sell fit your description,
and you can keep the calves that are
too light for the sale group. In another
scenario, you may want to sort thin
cows from fatter cows so that you can
feed the two groups differently. While
rarely needed in a commercial enterprise, cattle in research projects are
often sorted randomly into groups so
that each group is as much like the
other groups as possible. This helps
to avoid any bias in the results. In any
case, you can see that sorting is a skill
that allows for good management
decisions to be implemented.
Sorting cattle can be accomplished successfully in many ways.
The key is controlling the animals so
the behavior of individuals can be
managed at will. This is a little different concept than moving herds of
cattle around, which is sort of control-

ling the behavior of the herd as a
group. One of the best ways to sort
cattle is to put them in an alley about
12 feet wide and sort as they go past
the sorter down the alley. The sorter
can use a sorting stick (my favorite), a
“rattle paddle,” an empty sack, a hat or
nothing at all to help sort the cattle. If
the cattle are gentle, the facilities are
in good shape and the sorter is skilled
(admittedly, a rare combination),
sometimes very subtle movements
by the sorter are all that is needed to
achieve the desired effect.
Sorting can also be done on
horseback (the origin of the sport of
cutting) either in pens or out in the
open. Dogs can help sort cattle as
well, although some dogs I have seen
were not very accurate in the way
they sorted.
Facility design can be a big help
in sorting cattle. Dr. Joseph Stookey
at the University of Saskatchewan
published an interesting video on
YouTube (http://youtu.be/
P4FUE-OrXRw) about a novel way to
sort pairs.
If you are going to be sorting a
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lot of cattle, you need a helper. It is
efficient to have a sorter who makes
the sorting decision and calls to the
helper on how to swing the gate. My
dad is a second-generation order
buyer, and he sorts a lot of cattle. My
grandfather was also an order buyer
and invented (as far as we know) a
swinging gate for sorting cattle that
is about the best I have ever seen.
Here is a video to show how it works:
http://youtu.be/6Ea5Ntgbol8.
Modern technology is also helping
us sort cattle. MicroBeef’s ACCU-TRAC
system is in use by a few commercial
feedyards. At the processing barn,
their system uses lasers and video
cameras to send data to a computer
which automatically operates hydraulic sort gates. It is very effective for
large operations.
Work to develop your skills at
sorting cattle, and consider how you
might modify your facilities to make
sorting easier and less stressful. When it
is easy to sort, you will sort more; then
you can manage better. And as my
grandpa said, “Son, if you would slow
down, this wouldn’t take so long.” <
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Water resources serve agriculture, energy, society
by Jim Johnson / jpjohnson@noble.org

Ben Franklin

wrote, “When the
well’s dry, we know
the worth of water.”
Unfortunately, the
“well” is running
dry in many parts
of the world. Worldwide, rivers are running dry prior to
reaching the seas because we are
over-allocating and overusing them.
The Colorado River is over-allocated,
and there is not enough water to
reach the Gulf of California. In Texas,
the Lower Colorado River has not
reached the Gulf of Mexico the past
two years. Likewise, water levels in
aquifers, like the Ogallala in the Great
Plains and the Edwards near San Antonio, have dropped significantly.
This is not because there is less
water in the world. There is not
any less water now than there ever
was or will be. The trouble is the
location of water. Water vapor in the
atmosphere, saltwater on the surface
or below ground, or frozen water in
the ice caps is not readily usable to
us. To paraphrase a poem by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, “water, water,
everywhere, and not a drop to drink.”
It does us little good to have water
if it is not of usable quality. We need
both water quantity and quality.
Agriculture and energy production are major industries in the
Southern Great Plains that require
both water quality and quantity.
Agricultural irrigation consumes the
most water with energy production being the second largest user
of water (although with much of
it recycled and re-used). Water,
agriculture and energy are linked
because it takes water to produce
energy and it takes energy to
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develop and move water for agricultural irrigation. But water is not just
about irrigation or energy production, or industry or recreation, or
wildlife habitat or navigation, etc.
Water is about all of these and must
be balanced and stretched to meet
everyone’s needs.
A quote often attributed to Mark
Twain but repeated by many others
is “whiskey’s for drinking and water is
for fighting over.” One cause of water
fights is when water crosses property
lines, county lines, state lines or
international lines, either above or
below ground. Part of the problem is
that surface water and groundwater
are linked, but surface water and
groundwater laws often conflict. This
lands many of today’s water fights in
the court system. However, negotiation would be better to solve these
disputes because it is usually less
expensive and faster than litigation.
One way we can all be part of
the solution is to let go of unrealistic expectations. We also need to
realize that water issues are interconnected. A well-intended change in
one area can have an unintended
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negative consequence in another.
For instance, no longer using water
for agricultural irrigation could have
devastating effects on the economy
and food production.
Those of us in agriculture can be
part of the solution by educating our
legislators on water issues before
bills reach the floor. Issues come and
go, but relationships last a lifetime.
We must build relationships with our
elected officials so when they need
input, they know they can come
to us and get good information. In
fact, agriculture has an increased
opportunity to steward the water
because most of the precipitation
that falls on the Earth lands on farms,
pastures and forests. Perhaps this is
one reason why Representative Pat
Ownbey, from Ardmore, believes
agriculture may be the most knowledgeable group about water issues.
While all of these issues sound
like potential problems, I will leave
you with this final thought. If you do
not have water, you only have one
problem. If you do not have food, you
only have one problem. Aren’t we
lucky to have so many problems? <

ECONOMICS

Economic calculations determine acceptable cow price
by Steve Swigert / jsswigert@noble.org

Since recent droughts have caused a

lack of available forage in many areas, the
incentive to retain heifers and purchase
cows has been very low. This situation
is coupled with the high value of heifer
calves after weaning, preconditioning or
the stocker phase. It makes the decision
to retain or purchase females extremely
difficult. As a result, the cattle inventory has declined to
levels not seen since the 1930s and 1940s, and the value
of heifer calves has risen to all-time record highs.
With low cow numbers, historic high prices for weaned
calves and the cost of cows at record highs for the foreseeable future, this means good, young, producing cows are
going to be hard to find. Prices will consistently exceed
$2,000 per cow.
How much could cows be worth? Based on $550 annual
cow cost, 88 percent calf crop and $180 per hundredweight
average price for a 525-pound calf over seven production
years, a $2,150 cow/calf pair purchased in the spring of
2014 would have a 10 percent return on investment.
In determining if this investment should be made,
producers should ask themselves a few questions. Are
more cows needed? Is there enough grass for more cows?
Is there a better alternative use for the grass than cows
(e.g., retained ownership of owned calves or purchased
stockers)? Are the estimates in the previous example
higher or lower than your operation? Can financing be
secured for cows at the higher price?
If it is determined that cows are the best option, then
the decision has to be made when to buy the cows, and
what type and age of female. Because of the cow cost
and the value of the calves, the timing of the purchase
can make a significant difference in the value of the cow
(a cow is typically more valuable the closer it is to the
sale of a calf ). Also the age of the cow will make a difference because younger females will typically have more
economic value because they will have more calves.
For example, using the previous assumptions, let us
compare the value of an open heifer, bred heifer and
first-calf heifer pair. If a first-calf heifer pair is worth $2,150,
then a bred heifer would be worth approximately $2,050
and an open heifer (that will be bred in May for spring
calving) would be worth approximately $1,450.
All of these factors should be considered when making
the decision to buy cows at a time when cow and calf
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prices are at a premium. It is extremely important to know
and understand the ranch’s annual cost to maintain a cow,
the percent weaned calf crop and the weaning weight
per calf. All these factors will weigh into how much can be
invested in a cow and have a reasonable return. <
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Time: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
To register for this event, please contact Kareta
Casey at 405-744-9836 or kareta.casey@okstate.edu.
Date: April 14, 2014
Location: Southern Okla. Tech. Center, 2610 Sam Noble Pkwy., Ardmore, Okla.
Registration Fee: $25 for a family of four; $10 per additional person

Pecan Grafting Workshop

Time: Morning: 9 a.m.-12 p.m., Afternoon: 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Date: April 22, 2014
Location: Noble Foundation Pavilion
No Registration Fee

Spring Grazing Workshop

Time: 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Date: April 24, 2014
Location: Destiny Ranch, 44880 Avoca Road, St. Louis, Okla.
Registration Fee: $20, includes lunch
For more information or to register, please visit www.noble.org/agevents/ or
call Jackie Kelley at 580.224.6360. Preregistration is requested.
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